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Senator, President-elect or President, regardless of his Honorable title, I am not going to sugar-coat the anger I feel toward Barack Obama at this moment. The irony of the situation is that my feelings are based on something that I already knew was true. Sometimes when reality is so disturbing, even the brightest minds will hold out for any indication that they may be wrong. When their beliefs are confirmed, it just makes everything that much worse. My soon to be President looked America in the eye and lied about his friendship with a domestic terrorist.

Domestic terrorist turned college professor William Ayers, told the Chicago Tribune that he is a "family friend" of President-elect Barack Obama, contradicting Obama's claims that Ayers was "a guy who lives in my neighborhood" and "somebody who worked on education issues in Chicago that I know."

What angers me most of all is why Obama wouldn't be honest about his relationship with Ayers during the campaign. Put the truth on the table and let the American people decide what matters and what does not. However Obama is a savvy politician who knows full well that people would not elect a man to the White House who was friends with a cop-killer and dedicated his 1974 book "Prairie Fire" to the man that murdered Bobby Kennedy.

Don't tell me you just served on an education board with this poor excuse for a human being and that Ayers held a campaign kick-off/fundraiser at his house, by no means indicates a friendship. Stop lying to me and America Mr. President-elect.

Obama faithful will continue to defend their savior, claim that Ayers is a liar or use the guilt by association excuse. They will line-up like mindless drones to drink the Obama-kool-aid, believing he can do no wrong.

The fact is he has done wrong. He chooses to be friends with terrorists and he deceived America to benefit his political ambitions.

Barack Obama is very intelligent; he is highly educated and knows American history. Nobody put a gun to his head and forced him to serve with Ayers or to have a campaign event at his home. Certainly he wasn't forced to be friends with a person who praises the man that murdered Bobby Kennedy. But here we are.

People are judged everyday by the company they keep. Do you associate yourself with bigots, murderers or people who believed 9/11 was an inside job? No of course not. Our soon to be President does and it sickens me.

What hurts more than anything is writing what I just written. They say ignorance is bliss and at this moment I wish I was the most ignorant person on the face of the earth. However denial has never been a part of my life and never will be.

People can have honest debate and disagreements about policy. Obama believes that government can solve our problems better than people and that is a legitimate ideology. I believe government is the problem and people permitted to utilize the free market will make America stronger and the vast majority to prosper. Honest disagreement.

Worshiping at the feet of anti-Semites, praising terrorists and establishing friendships with those who wish to harm our country, is something we all can agree is wrong and for the most part, honest-thinking people do.

Unfortunately people won't choose right over wrong when they look at wrong with rose-colored glasses.

Paul Miller is a writer; consultant and activist dedicated to issues concerning Israel, limited government and free market ideas.
Comments from Readers:

I'll toss in a couple additional Obamisms into the growing collection of these terms:

Obamesty - Barack Obama's version of honesty: lie to cover the truth then later lie to cover the lie and continue this process until the lie becomes the accepted truth.

Obamises - Barack Obama's version of promises: make them often and make them big and don't worry about the consequences of not ever having intended to fulfill them because consequences are avoided through liberal application of Obamesty (see above).

Sadly, no one should be in the least bit surprised. Anyone who was aware of Obama's “true” motives knew that he would do and say anything to get elected. He makes Bill Clinton look like a rank amateur liar. Obama spent his entire campaign lying. He would see how something polled and if it looked troublesome, Axelrod would write him a new speech to neutralize it. Truth and integrity never had anything to do with anything.

Look for the slime to start re-accumulating around the chosen one. Wright, Ayers and all the other pariahs will be trotted out now that Obama has lulled the populace into a coma. The media will scramble to cover up anything that might alarm people, at least until inauguration.

'Rose colored glasses' or 3-D. . . those wearing them; were/still are. . . wanting; and worse, 'willing', to be deceived. The story was there to be culled; and it was by some media (Fox News/Hannity etc. Rush, et al); but no; the MSM was typically derelict in it's examination of this story.

Nonetheless, NO one should be surprised; and NO one should expect the truth from a man who spends the majority of his life hiding behind it.

Barrack Obama is chameleon, if not, he would be Barry Dunham not Barack Obama. He, like many folks who choose politics as a career, is man with no values, a man that is rotten to the core. Politicians, like many actors, need the applause and approval to support there weak self image. Barrack Obama is the epitomy of this. They lie they cheat they will do anything to be in power and stay in power. Those of us who rejoiced at a Republican Congress sadly found this out. After four years they turned or were taken over by guys like Ted Stevens; let us never call this bag of garbage good, and Trent Lott. Folks all focused on power. The Democrats will find the same, but they are much better at playing the game. So to be surprised that Barry lied about his connections is a little naive. Barry's whole career is nothing but a bunch of lies; he is truly a man who has used his education to accomplish little. Getting elected is not an accomplishment. Taking a risk, starting a business that employees thousands as Bill Gates and Paull Allen did, none. Turning around the schools in Chicago, none. Encouraging and leading African American children to perform academically up to their God-given ability, none, starting a shelter and running a program to get people back on track, none. Just good press no record and run Barry Run, his whole life is a construct, which is another way of saying it is lie.